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RESILIENCE

Putting life to work

Introduction

In the face of our growing awareness of complexity, resilience seems to be 
an increasingly ubiquitous concept. There is a good chance that any policy 
document about international relations, development, con!ict-resolution or 
environmental degradation will give the term a prominent role, let alone pol-
icy interventions in domestic politics, concerning educational performance, 
welfare and social needs. However (as noted in the introductory chapter), the 
fact that the concept appears to be everywhere does not mean that it is clear 
exactly what it is doing or why so many di"erent policy organisations work-
ing in so many di"erent spheres seem to have taken it up. Nevertheless, for 
many commentators, the rise of resilience is straightforward, they #nd a de#-
nition of resilience – ‘the ability to bounce-back’, to ‘re!exively engage with 
a complex world’, etc. and then argue that this is necessary because the world 
is more globalised, !uid and complex. The only mystery is why it took us so 
long to realise that a policy rethink along the lines of resilience was neces-
sary. It is not just policy advocates who are at home in the world of resilience 
advocacy. For critical theorists, the rise of resilience is often straightforward as 
well, once it is linked to the neoliberal needs of capitalism or the need to gov-
ernmentalise responsible or docile subjects.1 In both policy advocacy and in 
much of the critical analyses, resilience is a secondary-product of the world –  
a re!ection either of global complexity or of the needs of power. Resilience 
itself, as a concept, is not seriously engaged with, and works on the topic 
then tell us little that is new and, depending on our political perspectives,  
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 Resilience 47

we can make a normative case for or against resilience depending on whether 
we wish to think in terms of problem-solving in a world of complexity or in 
terms of resisting the dominant needs of power, states and markets.

This chapter takes a di"erent approach which, while putting resilience at 
the centre of our understanding of politics and policy-making today, as the 
advocates insist, also problematises the concept on its own terms (rather than 
using resilience as a foil for a restatement of traditional Marxist or critical 
sociological exposures of power and hegemony). It understands resilience-
thinking as an invitation to reconsider how we understand the world and 
the human subject. For this reason, it argues, resilience needs to be taken 
seriously as an emerging conceptual paradigm: a particular way of telling the 
truth of the world. Resilience can, in this way, be understood as an emerg-
ing framework that facilitates the adaption of policy-making to a world in 
which politics seems to be in need of radical renewal and rethinking. It is a 
framework that enables us to, #rst, accept the loss of modernist understand-
ings and, second, to understand this as not a loss but as a positive gain, a 
realisation of a truth of the world, which we were somehow blind to before. 
Taking this more analytical view of resilience as a way of rethinking the 
practices and understandings of politics, we will approach resilience as a way 
of thinking about how we think about the being of being. This may sound a 
little Heideggerian or contrived: it is not. The argument of this book is that 
resilience-thinking can be understood as the #rst post-liberal or post-modern 
episteme: the #rst coherent, positive, alternative to modernist frameworks of 
the subject and the world.

Resilience, as a way of thinking about how we think about the being of 
being, can be understood in Foucauldian terms as a new ‘regime of truth’ or 
‘discourse of veridiction’;2 as a framework which enables us to re!ect upon, 
to test, to examine and to negotiate a radically di"erent understanding of the 
world. When policy advocates and academics think about resilience, they are 
thinking about how to think di"erently and about how to see the world dif-
ferently. They suggest that policy actors need to open themselves up to the 
world as a site of empirical testing and understanding and that the world tells 
us that we need to learn certain types of truths or policy ‘lessons’: that we 
need to reconsider what we do when we intervene or make policy in the 
world. As emphasised in the previous chapter, this re!ective process is often 
highlighted when policy problems are addressed in terms of their complex 
nature; an increasingly dominant issue in our !uid, fast-moving and intercon-
nected global world. It appears that there is only one way in which we can 
think about governing in a world of complexity: that is through the new 
‘truths’ about ‘reality’ uncovered with the help of resilience-thinking.
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48 Part I: Thematics

Resilience as a discourse of veridiction does not just allow us to think about 
how we govern in a world of complexity as if this was merely a technical mat-
ter of governing di"erently in the world. If this was the case, then there would 
be no problem with the two positions outlined above, in which resilience was 
understood unproblematically in terms of problem-solving or as amenable to 
traditional critiques from social and critical theory. Resilience-thinking does 
not just allow us to adapt to a more complex, !uid and uncertain world. 
Resilience-thinking enables us to understand this as a radically di"erent world: 
a world in which everything we thought under liberal modernity needs to be 
re-evaluated. While the previous chapter dealt with this re-evaluation in terms 
of the shift from reductionist or linear ontologies to process-based or complex 
ones, this chapter is concerned with how this process of re-evaluation was 
engendered in political understandings of power and resistance, through con-
crete historical struggles over the nature and meaning of political life.

Foucault famously suggested that rather than critiquing discourses of truth 
as somehow based upon ‘false’ knowledge or as merely serving the interests of 
power, they should be critically interrogated to understand the practices and 
frameworks which enable a certain truth of the world to be constructed:3

That is to say … not how an error … or how an illusion could be born, 
but how a particular regime of truth … makes something that does not 
exist able to become something. It is not an illusion since it is precisely 
a set of practices, real practices, which established it and thus imperi-
ously marks it out in reality.4

Foucault suggested a sceptical approach to truth claims, such as those of 
resilience-thinking, which grasps them as practices that construct an under-
standing of the world we live in through a very speci#c ‘game of truth’.5 
Discourses set out the rules of the game of understanding, the game of truth-
telling; but these truths are the product of the assumptions of the particular 
discourse. It is these assumptions, their ‘conditions of possibility’, their form 
of articulation and the practical history of struggle and contestation which 
produced them, that this chapter seeks to investigate. Critical understanding 
will be understood here neither as dependent upon disproving the discourse –  
for example, by denying complexity or by reasserting that we live in a mod-
ernist world of structure and agency, or a world of Cartesian subjects able to 
know and to control – nor as involving the assertion of the class or power-
based interests being served through a particular discourse, as if the critique of 
liberalism or neoliberalism, capitalism or power in general, could stand in for 
an analytical engagement with the rise of resilience-thinking as the solution 
to policy-making in a world of complexity.
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 Resilience 49

What this book seeks to analyse are the stakes involved in the ontologies 
of the world as apprehended in and through the truth discourse of resilience-
thinking, particularly the ontology of the human subject and the world, pro-
vided and produced through this discourse. If the classical liberal subject is 
conceived as acting in a universal linear world of passive objects, open to 
knowledge, control and direction, and the neoliberal subject is conceived 
as acting in a plural and non-linear world of closed endogenous systems, 
tending to reproduce di"erence on the basis of cultural evolution and path-
dependencies, then the resilient subject appears to be conceived of as acting 
in a complex, interactive world, where non-linearity is seen to constantly cre-
ate possibilities for self-re!exive action in the world. In the complex world, it 
seems life is too !uid and too interactive to be governed from above through 
systems of formal political representation. The governance of resilience-
thinking therefore concerns the informal, the social and the ‘real’ interactions 
of societal behaviour rather than our choices in the public sphere of politics 
and law. The reduction of the public sphere to that of societal interaction 
enables new forms of governance but implies a major shift in the location and 
meaning of politics whereby the formal barriers of liberal modernist think-
ing dissolve or are overcome, such as those between the international and 
the domestic, the public and the private, the state and society. This chapter is 
therefore concerned with developing an analysis of how resilience-thinking 
works in constructing a world in which the complexity of life both estab-
lishes the need for governance and provides a solution to the problem of 
governance.

The next sections recap the ontology of resilience in political terms, 
build on the assumptions set out in the previous chapter on complexity, 
and seek to unpack the resonance of the ontological framing of complex-
ity and resilience, suggesting that this ‘truth’ of how governance operates 
in the world is emerging rather than entering the world fully formed as 
the product of a new scienti#c or theoretical breakthrough or strategic act 
of dominant power. Key to the argument will be an alternative genealogy 
of the rise of resilience, one that is based not on the scienti#c discoveries of 
physics, ecology, psychology or economic theorising but on the struggles 
and disappointments of the political sphere itself. It will be suggested that 
the resilience-thinking ontology of the world, where formal political power 
needs to be guided by the ‘real’ processes of the production of complex life, 
stems from radical and critical struggles and disappointments, especially in 
the experience of the post-Marxist Left after 1968 in France and Italy. It 
will be further argued that this shift from the formal political sphere to the 
focus on the power of ‘real life’ itself only became mainstreamed and then 
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50 Part I: Thematics

a  dominant or ‘commonsense’ truth of the world with the collapse of Left/
Right understandings which gave content to liberal representative frame-
works of the political.

The ontology of resilience

Resilience-thinking articulates a very di"erent ontological understanding of 
the world – it sees the composition of the world in a very di"erent way. At 
stake here is not merely di"erent forms of being – giving importance to 
di"erent facets of the world or di"erent actors (individuals, families, #rms, 
communities, states, interstate organisations, NGOs, etc.) – but the nature 
of being itself. For resilience-thinking, the nature of being is complex, rela-
tional, embedded and contextual. The world is not amenable to appropria-
tion within liberal frameworks of representation with their attention to the 
autonomy of distinct, separate, individual actors and universal understandings 
of causal connections, structures and rationalities. For resilience-thinking, 
there is no problematic of the universal and the particular: there are nei-
ther #xed universals nor isolated particular subjects. There is no reduction-
ist divide between subject and object, between culture and environment, 
between agent and structure, between public and private, between politics 
and economics, between production and consumption or between facts and 
values: resilience works on a di"erent and very distinct ontological basis.

As noted in the previous chapter, resilience as a paradigm of policy-
making and academic understanding operates to provide a positive agenda 
for governance through a radical reworking of neoliberal understandings of 
the limits to liberal modernist frameworks of representation. The ontology 
of complexity transforms a neoliberal critique of the rationalist promise of 
liberalism into a positive project of managing change. It does this because 
non-linear understandings go from being a limit, explaining di"erence in 
a linear world, to being an asset in a world now conceived as complex and 
non-linear. Whereas neoliberal thought sought to naturalise or essentialise 
limits to liberal aspirations for universal progress, resilience-thinking radi-
calises the neoliberal episteme to argue that these limits need to be reposed 
as resources to be drawn upon.

The neoliberal episteme critiqued the epistemological assumptions of 
classical liberalism, based upon understanding the human subject as a Carte-
sian subject – universal, rational and autonomous. These assumptions formed 
the basis for legitimising both the liberal regimes of universal democracy and 
legal equality and the assumptions of market equilibrium and perfect com-
petition. Neoliberalism instead highlighted the limits to the free operation 
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 Resilience 51

of democracy and the market and located these limits in the bounded, rela-
tional and context-dependent rationality of the subject. Di"erential, bounded 
and limited rationalities meant that there was no natural tendency towards 
understanding, progress or development and that the reproduction of social 
and economic inequalities could be understood as a product of human social, 
historical and cultural path-dependencies, rather than as a problem with the 
market relations of capitalism per se.6

Schematically put, classical liberal modernist understandings articulated a 
discourse of sovereign power – a rationalist, top-down, state-based, view of 
political dominion of humanity over nature where, with the growth of sci-
ence and technology, the secrets of life would be revealed and natural laws 
put to the service of human bene#t. Neoliberal critiques of liberal universal 
assumptions questioned the capacity of human reason to shape and direct life, 
arguing that human understandings and responses to the world were shaped 
by embedded social relations, norms, ideas and cultural path-dependencies 
and that there was no such thing as a universal rationality. Where liberalism 
posited a linear understanding of the world, amenable to human understand-
ing and capable of human transformation, neoliberalism argued that human 
social interaction was much less amenable to scienti#c understanding or social 
engineering and that policy-making led to non-linear outcomes, shaped by 
the speci#c rationalities and understandings of individuals and societies.7

Essentially this was an epistemological critique of liberalism, understand-
ing human rationality as the barrier to universal progress. This epistemologi-
cal focus on di"erential understandings and rationalities has been radicalised 
through resilience-thinking, which draws upon a di"erent ontological under-
standing of the human and the world, arguing that the world is not amenable 
to rationalist approaches and understandings which set the human apart from 
the world and that our experiential, di"erentiated responses and rationalities 
serve us much better than attempts to transform these rationalities or adapt 
them to liberal reason. In e"ect, rather than a liberal understanding of human 
political collectivities ruling over life, resilience-thinking insists that life has 
to rule or govern policy-making.

Whereas life – the plural and embedded nature of human reasoning – was 
understood to be the limit or problem for neoliberalism, for resilience-thinking, 
human relational embeddedness and plural rationalities enable interactive adap-
tation to a !uid complex world once the problem of the liberal episteme has 
been overcome. Resilience-thinking does not problematise those who are suf-
fering from economic and social exclusion, con!ict or underdevelopment and 
naturalise the problems as a product of their di"erentiated or limited rationality. 
Rather, it sees the most marginal or oppressed as the agents of policy solutions 
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52 Part I: Thematics

through the understanding and channelling of their di"erentiated rationalities 
and local knowledges and understandings (as discussed in the conclusion to the 
previous chapter). The limits for neoliberal framings become transformed into a 
positive programme of governance, into assets or solutions under the rubric of 
resilience. Parochial or localised understandings are no longer a limit factor but 
are to be encouraged and facilitated as a policy goal, once it is understood that 
there can be no universal top-down solution to problems but only ever plural 
and di"erentiated, context-dependent, bottom-up solutions. Whereas neolib-
eralism argues that transformative projects of socialism or communism will 
inevitably end in failure, the radical inversion of neoliberalism argues that all 
projects of governing have to cope with failure as a positive process of learning 
and development.8

The ‘resonance’ of resilience and complexity

It is useful to consider resilience-thinking along the lines of William Con-
nolly’s conception of a ‘resonance machine’.9 Resilience-thinking emerges 
from today’s cultural and political context without having been designed 
by any central agent, theorist or institution of power, but is self-amplifying, 
seemingly driven by its own dynamic.10 Resilience-thinking is a ‘resonance 
machine’ in this respect: sucking in traditional understandings of cause and 
e"ect, of subjects and structures, and belching out new conceptions of com-
plexity, non-linearity and relational dynamics. For Connolly, the resonance 
machine of ‘evangelical-capitalism’ involved the ampli#cation and positive-
feedback between evangelical Christianity and ‘cowboy capitalism’, fed by 
the electronic news media, but not consciously planned or manipulated by 
the needs of either political economy or religion, constituting a ‘qualitative 
assemblage resistant to classical models of explanation’ based on self-interest 
and means-ends instrumentality.11 The binding together of these di"erent 
constituencies is understood more on the lines of a shared and developing set 
of sensitivities or a ‘circulating ethos’ rather than anything thought through 
or concretised.12

I think Connolly’s points about the lack of instrumentality and sys-
temisation are important here, for, as has been highlighted already, 
 resilience-thinking does not emerge from a clear conceptual framework or 
set of generalisable practices and seems to be driven by a compulsion which 
is expressed more as an ethos or sensitivity – an awareness that power or gov-
ernment cannot work in the old way and that problems in the world (com-
plexity) appear to call forth or elicit a new approach to governance which 
is in the process of being negotiated and formulated clearly. The world of  
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 Resilience 53

resilience-thinking and  complexity is more like a ‘condition’ which we #nd 
ourselves in, than something produced through political contestation or 
instrumentality. It seems to have emerged without a political subject bring-
ing it into existence. In this sense, resilience can be understood as a ‘resonance 
machine’, which is self-amplifying: where commentators continually appear 
to learn policy-lessons making them more aware of what resilience might 
mean and how life can be governed di"erently through this knowledge. The 
‘truths’ of resilience-thinking seem to be emerging from our engagement 
with the world rather than appearing as a consequence of a new theory or 
discovery or coherent political or ideological project.

Resilience-thinking appears to be developing in a self-amplifying way 
as our experience of the world makes theories of adaption, emergence and 
complexity seem sensible to us – makes them even appear as necessary – and 
thereby to re!ect the world in a better way than the liberal episteme, with all 
its reductionist and linear assumptions. This ‘resonance machine’, operating 
below the level of conceptual and political or ideological clarity and con-
testation, re!ects a certain synergy between dominant trends of critical and 
neoliberal thinking which would otherwise be considered separate. In the 
same way that Connolly argues that although there may not have seemed to 
be a lot of conscious or ideological connection between evangelical Chris-
tians and corporate bankers, certain shared synergies of sentiment and ethos 
are held to have created a powerful basis of reasoning. The rest of this chapter 
!eshes out how this approach can be used in analysis of how resilience- 
thinking has developed through a powerful set of cultural sensitivities to 
become an almost ‘natural’ or ‘commonsense’ way of looking at the world, 
bringing together both policy-makers and radical critics.

The resilience ‘machine’ appears to be drawing more and more areas and 
themes into itself, transforming their understandings of power and subjec-
tivity and producing new theories of the world: enabling more and more 
policy actors to see the world in terms of ‘new materialism’, actor-networks, 
philosophical pragmatism, post-humanism, complexity, emergent causality, 
adaptive systems and non-linearity. Resilience is thereby transformative: a 
‘machine’ which transforms our understandings of ourselves and our world. 
In Nietzschean terms, the emergence of resilience-thinking enables the reval-
uation or ‘transvaluation’ of modernist values, much as Christianity was able 
to turn over or invert humanist values, exalting the weak against the strong 
and su"ering over pleasure.13 Resilience-thinking can be understood as 
transvaluing modernist values in a similarly nihilist manner, celebrating inca-
pacity over capacity, unknowability over knowledge and failure over success. 
It is held that in a world of ontological complexity, liberal modernist attempts 
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54 Part I: Thematics

to understand, to shape, to direct and to transform the world for human ends 
are hubristic and dangerous. Even liberal attempts to set humans up as distinct 
from the world, through the twin #elds of science and politics, are seen to be 
barriers to governing in a world of complexity.

Resilience transvalues liberal aspirations to constitute new understandings 
of what it means to govern in a complex world. This transvaluation can be 
grasped as an inversion of liberal understandings, which sought to construct 
an arti#cial human world of politics – of constitutions, representation, rights, 
law and decision-making – over and above the complexities of the natural or 
real world. In resilience frameworks, the world of politics cannot sit external 
to the world and cannot operate somehow over or above the complexities of 
our relations and embeddedness. The formal politics of the public sphere are 
therefore seen as much less relevant to governing – to power and to decision-
making – than under liberal framings. The public sphere is useful to discuss and 
debate and re!ect upon our ethical commitments but not in terms of constitut-
ing a power over the world, a power of law-making and a power of directing or 
controlling social forces. Politics, it appears, is liberated or freed from the arti#ces 
of liberalism and is no longer seen as somehow separate to the spheres of culture, 
economics and social life. Under resilience, politics returns to ‘the people’, to the 
sphere of our ‘everyday’ practices, interactions and understandings.

The hidden genealogy of resilience

While some work is critical of the concept of resilience – predominately by 
asserting that it is a framework for neoliberal understanding - for many radi-
cal or critical thinkers ambiguity seems to dominate, arguing that resilience 
is problematic when used by hegemonic power but that understandings of 
adaptive complexity can be useful tools of oppositional critique.14 Jeremy 
Walker and Melinda Cooper raise the interesting question of why – despite 
its prevalence as a policy concept – there is so little critical engagement with 
the assumptions of resilience-thinking on their own terms. They argue that:

Almost by de#nition, complex systems internalize and neutralize all 
external challenges to their existence, transforming perturbation into 
an endogenous feature of the system and a catalyst to further self-
di"erentiation. … In its tendency to metabolize all countervailing 
forces and inoculate itself against critique, ‘resilience thinking’ cannot 
be challenged from within the terms of complex systems theory but 
must be contested, if at all, on completely di"erent terms, by a move-
ment of thought that is truly counter-systemic.15
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 Resilience 55

Unfortunately, Walker and Cooper do not elaborate on what a ‘truly counter-
systemic’ movement of thought could look like, perhaps because of the obvi-
ous di$culties of countering resilience-thinking with reductionist frameworks 
of linear cause and e"ect. In fact, sensitivity to systemic understandings –  
the interactive nature of the ‘human condition’16 and the necessarily contin-
gent nature of sociopolitical outcomes – has meant that the social sciences 
 traditionally had demarcated themselves from the natural sciences on this 
point in particular.17 In fact, it is precisely the rich awareness of the impor-
tance of systemic understandings – in particular, for the history of  Marxist 
progressive and anti-capitalist thought – that is vital in understanding the 
conundrum which resilience-thinking poses for radical and critical theorists. 
Here, it is important to draw out the synergies between neoliberal and criti-
cal sociological critiques of classical liberal ontological and epistemological 
claims and their shared concerns with drawing attention to the limits of the 
constituted power of government.

Rather than seek to achieve power, radical political and social thought, 
especially since the intellectual disillusionment with o$cial Communist Party 
positions and attitudes after the Soviet crushing of the Hungarian uprising of 
1956 or the Prague Spring and the student movements of 1968, has sought 
to expose, to deconstruct and to reveal the limits of power. Power, especially 
state power, became increasingly presented as an arti#cial barrier to social 
progress rather than its means. With the end of the Cold War in 1989, the 
world rapidly caught up with the disillusioned post-Marxist Left. Immedi-
ately after the end of the Cold War, it appeared that the world was ‘globalised’, 
and it was held that globalisation weakened the coherence and power of for-
mally constituted government at the state level, and over the last quarter of a 
century this power has seemingly continued to wane.18 In a complex, !uid 
and indeterminate world, it appears that governing in the old ways is not just 
no longer possible but actually is a barrier to governing complexity.

It would appear that in a world where constituted power is necessarily 
doomed to fail, all we can do is ‘learn to fail better’:19 learn to fail through 
not attempting anything too ambitious and learn to fail through being con-
tinually self-re!ective about the unintended and unexpected consequences of 
any policy-interventions. The failure of constituted power is written into the 
psyche of critical social thought in the late twentieth and early twenty-#rst 
centuries. Foucault is seen to have taught us that power creates resistance – that 
power continually works against and constitutes its own limits.20 Many critical 
post-Marxists have asserted that, in fact, resistance preexists power and drives 
power,21 or that power depends on critique and resistance.22 Ernesto Laclau 
and Chantal Mou"e inform us that hegemony can never be complete, that 
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56 Part I: Thematics

power will always be challenged.23 For Laclau, any discourse of power will 
contain its own contradiction and aporias – power doesn’t fail by accident, or 
even because of resistance, but because of the necessary !aws of any discourse 
of power.24 Today, the limits of power are conceived not merely in terms of 
the inability of constituted power to contain resistance, but also in terms of the 
ontological limits of power to act in the world. Things, objects, the world – as 
complex life itself – resist power or are recalcitrant to its  commands.25

For Anthony Giddens and Ulrich Beck, the inability of power to rule in 
the world is a recent product of globalisation, of manufactured risk and uncer-
tainty, re!ecting the closure of the liberal telos of progress, with the realisation 
that all attempts to resolve problems through the advancement of science and 
technology will have unintended ‘side-e"ects’ which merely re-create prob-
lems on a new level.26 While Giddens and Beck follow Walter Lippmann and 
John Dewey in suggesting that it is the new technological age of globalised 
complexity which compels governance to shift in approach, others have gone 
much further.27 Bruno Latour, for example, argues that this problem is not 
new and that modernity itself was always an illusion.28 Discourses of resilience 
therefore take the form of radical and thorough critique – a critique which 
seems to be con#rmed by the world itself. In fact, this critique seems to be 
so #tted to our world of complexity that even the idea of theorising beneath 
the surface to #nd hidden structures and social forces is held to be hubristic. 
If reductionist or linear views of determination are no longer viable, then the 
focus on interactive or emergent outcomes necessarily deals with the concrete 
surface of the world as it appears, and can be traced post hoc through identify-
ing the speci#c contingent interconnections. As Jessica Schmidt argues: ‘the 
critique of arti#ce is launched from a phenomenological perspective of real-
ity in which surface appearances are construed as the secondary product of 
contingent processes of interaction’;29 thus any search for hidden structures 
becomes pointless.

Thereby, resilience-thinking, in its transvaluation of modernist values, 
understands critique as not to be about unearthing ‘essences’ or structures 
but about tracing surface connections and following the actors in their every-
day practices and understandings. Empiricism is the new method of critique 
because the reality of the world is seen to have been obscured by social sci-
ence, which has attempted to set itself up above the world. Critique is a re!ec-
tive appreciation of the appearances of the world rather than an elitist project 
of revealing hidden truths, to which ordinary people are apparently blind.30 
This appreciation of the surface appearances depends on the ontological 
understanding that these appearances, often ignored by social scientists, reveal 
the hidden truths of social relationality and the power of micro-practices to 
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 Resilience 57

produce the world. Re!ective understanding of appearances is seen to lead to 
a greater grasp of ‘reality’ than working from abstract (#ctional) structures or 
social forces to attempt to understand the concrete or ‘real’.

On this basis, it seems possible to o"er an alternative understanding and 
genealogy of resilience using the Nietzschean analytics of ressentiment. Res-
sentiment, in the framework of Nietzsche, is not merely a negative reaction 
against power but a creative act of revaluation; the construction of a di"erent 
moral ordering based upon the inversion of dominant understandings but 
with the aim of still achieving the original goal of progress or transformation. 
It is important to draw out the positive and creative aspects of ressentiment 
as a heuristic mechanism for analysing the ‘resonance machine’ of resilience. 
Resilience, in its creative reordering of modernist liberal values, does not just 
reject power; it also posits the possibility of achieving social goals through this 
rejection. This analytic will be used to distinguish resilience approaches from 
neoliberalism – pointing out how resilience-thinking goes beyond neoliberal 
discourses (which themselves range from a defensive argument against the 
possibility of change towards a more active and interventionist approach of 
adaptation).31 Resilience increasingly points to a move beyond active and 
interventionist neoliberal understandings of resilience as adaptation to a more 
generalised inculcation of adaptivity and self-re!exivity. Resilience (unlike 
neoliberalism) has a potentially coherent programme of governing in order 
to achieve emergent goals in an age of complexity rather than just seeking to 
maintain the status quo or suggesting that it is hard to go beyond this – it is 
this positive governing agenda which enables the discourse to be so dynamic 
in its transvaluation of modernist values.

If resilience was merely a brand of non-linear or agent-based modelling, 
as proposed in neoliberal or new institutionalist understandings, it would 
lack this transformative dynamic. The epistemological critique mounted by 
neoliberalism is a rejection of modernist values and mechanisms but lacks 
a progressive agenda.32 The neoliberal framing is more akin to the tale of 
the fox in Aesop’s fable of ‘the fox and the grapes’, where the hungry fox 
tries to obtain the ripe black grapes hanging from a vine and cannot reach 
them, satisfying itself in the belief that ‘those grapes are sour, not as ripe as I 
thought’.33  Resilience is not merely the rejection of the possibility of mod-
ernist aspirations for progress and development or the rejection of the state 
as a mechanism for wielding collective political power. Resilience transvalues 
the values of modernity. If the fox was expressing the ressentiment of resil-
ience she would not merely reject the grapes as sour but would revalue her 
aims themselves and state that ‘sweetness is a #ction’. The fox would thereby 
regard its impotence as positive, not as problematic or as embarrassing.
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58 Part I: Thematics

For Nietzsche, what he called a ‘slave’ or a ‘herd’ mentality – a morality 
that says ‘no’ to what is ‘outside itself ’, to what is ‘di"erent from itself ’ and ‘not 
itself ’ – was also a creative impulse, giving birth to new values.34 Resilience is 
a negative rejection but one recast as a positive view of the values of the self as 
a reaction against weakness or failure. Not only are values transvalued but this 
transvaluation serves as a last-ditch attempt to achieve that which was denied. 
The weak therefore believe that they will triumph over the strong: that in the 
‘last judgement’ there will be a victory for the righteous and the good and 
that the ‘meek shall inherit the earth’.35 However, resilience does not come 
from a rejection of power per se, or a rejection of the values of the ruling class 
or the aristocratic establishment. As in Nietzsche’s ‘slave mentality’, the cre-
ative aspects of ressentiment, which provide the transformative capacities for 
resilience as a ‘resonance machine’, have their roots in a historically speci#c 
form of disappointment: the ressentiment of the Left.36

The creativity of resilience, as an understanding of the limits and impossi-
bilities of constituted power and of reductionist social science, was generated 
from a groundswell of disa"ection and disillusionment with the politics of the 
o$cial Communist Parties, particularly the two dominant in!uences of the 
French Communist Party (PCF) and the Italian Communist Party (PCI).37 In 
Italy, this creative rejection could be seen in the development of the workerist 
(Operaismo) movements after the Hungarian uprising in 1956 and the shift 
from workerism to the understanding of society as a ‘social factory’ in the 
1970s.38 In France, we see this rejection cohere in disappointment with the 
PCF’s support for the colonial war against Algeria and attempts to constrict 
and limit the potential of the 1968 student radical movements. In response, 
the post-68 or post-Marxist Left cohered around a rejection of linear and 
reductionist understandings (especially those of economic determinism). This 
sensibility was clearly re!ected in the critical work of radical thinkers like 
Jacques Rancière, Pierre Bourdieu, Jean-François Lyotard, Jacques Derrida 
and Michel Foucault, among others. The struggle for a radical alternative to 
the conservative hold of o$cial Communist Party dogma was not just sought 
in the di"erent spaces and constituencies, outside the heavily politicised and 
unionised workplace, but also through the rejection of the ‘science’ of social 
laws and processes, which was wielded against any opponents and enabled 
the hide-bound party elites to claim political legitimacy as the o$cial ‘heirs’ 
of Marx and Lenin.

The Italian and French intellectual Left, in their rejection of the Com-
munist Party, developed an alternative creative vision of the possibilities for 
change and transformation. The product of this intellectual ferment, under 
these speci#c political conditions of struggle, was both a clear alternative to 
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 Resilience 59

state-based modernist aspirations of control and direction (monopolised, both 
in theory and in practice, by the o$cial Communist Parties) and one which 
was quite distinct from the pro-market conservative discussion of the limits 
to state power, articulated by neoliberal critics of social progress. The core 
aspects of resilience as a ‘resonance machine’ can be drawn from this rejection 
of the o$cial Communist Party’s domination of progressive or oppositional 
politics. First, the state-centric telos of economic determinist laws and lin-
ear understanding of material progress and development was rejected. The 
dynamic of change was no longer understood to be linear and homogenous 
and the view of progress was pluralized into a variety of forms of life-style 
satisfaction, not merely the material acquisition of wealth. Second, power was 
also transvalued, away from hierarchical and linear understandings with top-
down ‘elitist’ assumptions of management and control from above. Power was 
decentred and constructed in much more non-linear, contingent, circulatory 
and relational ways. Thus power was conceived as a social product, emanat-
ing from below, rather than something to be instrumentalised and owned 
by an elite above society. Third, the role of organisation and theory was also 
transvalued and democratised; there was no need for a revolutionary party 
and revolutionary ideologues dictating a party ‘line’. The workers movement 
and the social or student movement could, through their own spontaneous 
or autonomous self-activity, challenge and resist power by recognising them-
selves as the ‘real’ power at work in producing wealth and reproducing the 
world.

Rather than potentially liberating society, the o$cial Communist Parties 
were held to be the barrier to change and to be part of the system of control 
and regulation. In the radical rejection of the politics of the Communist Par-
ties, these understandings were transvalued – rejected at the deepest ontologi-
cal level. This inversion can be most clearly understood in the development of 
two fundamentally di"erent conceptions of politics, intentionally contrapo-
sitioned: one to indicate the old formal and failed politics of the Communist 
Party based on the #ctional understanding of power, and the other to indi-
cate the real, living (but in some readings, rare and sporadic) politics of social 
resistance. In Jean-Luc Nancy’s work, the distinction between ‘la politique’, 
politics on the formal surface or institutional level, and ‘le politique’, the 
political on a deeper ontological or philosophical level of the contestation of 
the meaning of community, draws out this bifurcation clearly.39 The distinc-
tion between arti#cial and constraining, reductionist understandings of poli-
tics and the real politics of the life world is clear in the non- foundationalist or 
Left Heideggerian critique of formal politics for its #ctional and phenome-
nological nature, for its failure to ever capture the reality of the  community at 
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60 Part I: Thematics

the real or ontological level.40 This distinction between the limits and arti#ce 
of formal politics and the real sphere of political power is also apparent in the 
radical distinction between potestas/ pouvoir, power over, and potentia/puis-
sance, potential, possible or virtual power, derived from Spinoza and rearticu-
lated in the work of Gilles Deleuze as well as in Michael Hardt and Antonio 
Negri’s distinction between constituted power (formal power) and constitu-
ent or constitutive power (the power of the potential of the  Multitude).41 As 
Negri writes: ‘potestas’ refers to power in its #xed, institutional or ‘constituted 
form’, while potentia refers to power in its !uid, dynamic or ‘constitutive’ 
form’.42

In this rejection of o$cial party politics and government for ‘the political’ 
as autonomous potentiality, the post-68 Left transvalued the o$cial dogmas of 
Marxism and with this transvaluation removed the deterministic foundations 
of critique on the basis of the economic contradictions of capitalism. The 
contradictions and limits of modernity concerned the mysti#cation of the 
surface of appearances, not so much the hidden process of production itself. 
Liberal forms of power were #ctions that needed to be opposed not through 
struggle on the terms of liberal representation but through bringing into 
existence the power which really existed in life itself: this real power could 
change the world without ‘taking power’.43 The problem was the ideational 
structures of power, which sought to rule over and regulate social processes. 
The rule of power or of capital was based upon the rei#cation of life –  
its reduction to the liberal binaries of the formal political and legal sphere, 
of the collective representative of the state and the atomised individual, the 
citizen as a bourgeois individual. It was the sphere of representation – how 
life was understood – that was problematic, not ‘real’ life itself. Representa-
tional understandings mysti#ed the world and were the products of power 
and ideology, enabling capitalism to rule over real life on the basis of arti#cial 
constructions – the rei#ed product of past (dead) labour;44 freezing, reifying 
and subverting the ever !uid and creative ‘real’ values and understandings of 
those under its rule.45 The contradictions of capitalism appear as the contra-
diction between the formal and the informal, representation and that which 
is (but can never be fully) represented.

This understanding transvalued dogmatic Marxism and in so doing 
inverted the classical Marxist ontology: capitalism was a surface phenomenon, 
a secondary and contingent rei#cation of ‘real’ social processes. The radical, 
non-Communist Left no longer thereby needed the ‘revolutionary science’ 
of elite Party intellectuals – possessors of the ‘hidden’ truths of the production 
process and hidden ‘laws’ of economic determinism and crisis. Instead, power 
needed to be returned to the people seen as the real power of the world – as  
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 Resilience 61

its producers and reproducers – through the removal of the super#cial and 
arti#cial surface constructions of power and ideology. Thus transvalued, peo-
ple (not just male factory workers) needed to be liberated from the Com-
munist Party as well as from the reductionist representations of the world 
as presented by liberal capitalist elites. The potential (potentia) power of 
the people needed to be freed from the formal frameworks of representa-
tion (potestas) which the Communist Party attempted to govern through 
as much as any other reinforcers of bourgeois rule. Emancipation was to be 
the task of the people themselves – an internal process of  self-realisation or 
self- valorisation – rather than achieved through their subordination to the 
bureaucrats and ideologues of the o$cial Party. Emancipation was the task of 
freeing life from representation. This is captured well by Mou"e and Laclau 
in their classic summation of post-Marxist understandings, Hegemony and 
Socialist Strategy, #rst published in 1985, in which it is clear that hegemony 
is a product of representation. Instead of a ‘topographical concept’, where 
top-down conceptions of capitalist state power conceive hegemony ‘as an 
irradiation of e"ects from a privileged point’,46 critical resistance takes the 
form of a radical pluralist project of self-emancipation, based on ‘the logic of 
autonomy’,47 or the ‘logic of the social’, rather than that of ‘intelligible totali-
ties’, ‘explicable laws’ and #xed frameworks of representation:48

Pluralism is radical only to the extent that each term of this plurality 
of identities #nds within itself the principle of its own validity, with-
out this having to be sought in a transcendent or underlying positive 
ground for the hierarchy of meaning of them all and the source and 
guarantee of their legitimacy. And this radical pluralism is democratic to 
the extent that the autoconstitutivity of each one of its terms is the 
result of displacements of the egalitarian imaginary. Hence, the project 
for a radical and plural democracy, in a primary sense, is nothing other 
than the struggle for a maximum autonomization of spheres on the 
basis of the generalization of the equivalential-egalitarian logic.49

For Laclau and Mou"e, the scienti#cism of theory-building dogmatic Marx-
ism was clearly at odds with the !uid, plural social world: ‘If society is not 
sutured by any single unitary and positive logic, our understanding of it can-
not provide that logic. A “scienti#c” approach attempting to determine the 
“essence” of the social would, in actual fact, be the height of utopianism.’50 
The problem becomes reductionist forms of representation which are seen 
to constrain and limit the autonomous and pluralised power of life constantly 
in !ux and struggle.
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62 Part I: Thematics

The radical, non-foundationalist, Left’s rejectionist critique of the mod-
ernist #ctions of the Communist Party was to form the basis of a new post-
modern ontological understanding of the world and of politics. In fact, the 
problematic of resilience as the way of governing in a world of complexity is 
the problematic of governing life understood as autonomous. In this world, 
the limits to constituted power are no longer understood as external to power 
itself. Constituted power is increasingly understood as a ‘#ction’: power can 
only exist as potentia – as constituent or constitutive power – the becoming 
power ‘to’ rather than the rei#ed and formal power ‘over’. It is over power 
as ‘potentia’ that critical theorists are increasingly divided. Some argue that 
the power of ‘real life’ is a plural human product of struggle and resistance 
to power – citing, for example, the Foucauldian ‘fact’ that power always elic-
its or incites resistance, or Hardt and Negri’s assertion that the Multitude 
always resists Empire, or Mou"e and Laclau’s view that hegemony is neces-
sarily limited and never complete. From this perspective, the autonomous life 
practices of people will always constitute the reality of power.51 Hardt and 
Negri’s ontology is clear in their understanding of the Multitude as emergent 
self-organising life, which stands opposed to ‘parasitical’ constituted sovereign 
power:

[Today] rulers become ever more parasitical and sovereignty becomes 
increasingly unnecessary. Correspondingly, the ruled become increas-
ingly autonomous, capable of forming society on their own. …  
[N]ew forms of labour … present new possibilities for economic self-
management … but also political and social self-organization … eco-
nomic production immediately implies a kind of political production, 
or the production of society itself. … The power of the multitude to 
create social relationships in common stands between sovereignty and 
anarchy, and it thus presents a new possibility for politics.52

The Multitude produces the world itself but in the social sphere of intercon-
nection, not the formal political sphere. The real social interconnections of 
the people therefore produce not just economic life but political and social 
life as well. This real power is increasingly becoming autonomous and self-
organising – no longer requiring parasitical and arti#cial power over it. As 
Hardt and Negri state, this is a new conception of politics – where the sphere 
of organisation and expression is not the formal sphere of public representa-
tion nor the private sphere of individual interests – but that of social inter-
connection. The Multitude thereby needs no programme or direction to 
both challenge old forms of political power and to constitute itself as the real 
power in the world.
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 Resilience 63

Other theorists argue for the extension of autonomous understandings 
to a deeper ontological level, maintaining that the power of potentia – the 
#eld of autonomy – is not a merely human #eld, and that the former per-
spective still clings to a problematic, hubristic Left ‘humanism’.53 For the 
post-humanist Left, the self-organising power of life as potentia exists as an 
ontological fact independently of human understandings, as it is increasingly 
understood that the world itself operates on the basis of autonomous self-
activity and self-reproduction, not merely the human world (as discussed in 
the previous chapter on complexity). This position expands upon earlier crit-
ical understandings of autonomy and the limits to constituted power. What 
are complex adaptive systems other than an extension of an understanding of 
autonomous politics? What is Latour’s recalcitrance of objects other than an 
extension of the ‘everyday’ resistance of humans? In the extension of autono-
mous politics to complex life itself the transvaluation of values through the 
‘resonance machine’ of resilience reaches its culmination.  Resilience-thinking 
has enabled, re!ected and self-ampli#ed this fundamental transvaluation – 
cohering current understandings that the formal politics of representation 
are a problematic arti#ce, limiting the possibility of change and progress, and 
that social interactivity has a powerful creative potential which needs to be 
self-realised as a way of governing in a complex world. This dynamic from 
linear to non-linear understandings of governance can be traced through this 
process of transvaluation, as the agency of progress shifts from being the van-
guard party to autonomous workers to society more broadly to the marginal 
and #nally to life itself both human and non-human, and the work of critique 
shifts from the task of party intellectuals, to collective self-organisation, to 
individual self-realisation and #nally to the work of life itself.

Governing through life

The problematic of resilience is ontological complexity: the contingent con-
straints on human freedom, creativity and action, which are not recognised in 
liberal reductionist framings of representation. The limits to liberal aspirations 
for progress cannot be resolved in neoliberal framings enabling the poor or 
excluded to adapt to the ‘natural’ workings and rationalities of free markets 
and representative democracy. For resilience-thinking there is no natural liberal 
world that can be adapted to. There is no liberal or universal rationality operating 
somehow independently of real living people and which can be in some way 
‘adapted’ to. There is no external rationality, which democracy and the market 
require obedience to. In the world of resilience-thinking, reductionist represen-
tations such as the requirements of society, democracy or the market no longer 
exist separately to the reality of the complex social processes of everyday life.
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64 Part I: Thematics

Resilience-thinking thereby constantly articulates the alternative way of 
governing through life’s vitality and creative emergent powers of possibility. 
This helps to explain why resilience-thinking can easily lend itself to critical 
reproduction in radical social theorising, such as assemblage theory and new 
materialisms.54 The concern is not with rescuing modernist ‘anthropomor-
phic’ or instrumentalist understandings of #xed essences or properties but 
with the multiplicity of relations and processes, which are creatively produc-
tive of contingent outcomes.55 The radical ontology of resilience-thinking is 
concerned with understanding the fragility of objects and meanings rather 
than their #xity.56 Like Nigel Thrift’s non-representational theory, John 
Holloway’s ‘scream’ or Hardt and Negri’s ‘Multitude’,57 resilience-thinking 
understands that our everyday practices and experiences promise the imma-
nent possibility of alternatives: in the here and now.

The political binaries of resilience-thinking:

Properties of Complex Life Properties of Liberal Power

non-linear linear

relational reductionist

open closed

bottom-up top-down

!at hierarchy

mobile/!uid #xed

concrete abstract

autonomy control

becoming being

real arti#cial

plurality singularity

autopoiesis direction

contingency certainty

excess limit

Real complex life is a rich assemblage of complex, concrete, multiple 
interactions, never #xed or #nal, and thus is necessarily immune to the power 
of representation. Drawing on the ‘reality’ of life thereby has a tremendous 
appeal, especially if reductionist short-termism is seen as palpably unable to 
govern the world today. In the life-politics of resilience-thinking – as in Hei-
degger and Nietzsche’s understanding of ‘the-will-to-power’ of life,58 the 
biopolitics of Hardt and Negri or the pragmatism of John Dewey59 –  people 
rule through their constituent multiplicity rather than being ruled over 
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 Resilience 65

through constituted structures, ideologies, states or cultures. Life is always in 
excess of what was life and is now rei#ed and mysti#ed as having some power 
of its own – like culture, ideology or markets.60

It would be a mistake to think that resilience-thinking, with its alternative 
ontology of the complexity of life-politics, rose to be a mainstream approach 
to governance because of the dynamism of radical critical thought. The hidden 
genealogy of resilience, presented in this chapter, describes the historical condi-
tions in which this speci#c political ontology arose, not how it became attrac-
tive to much broader sections of society and to power itself. In the early 1990s, 
with the end of the legitimising structure of Left–Right political representa-
tion, resilience-thinking appeared to be overdetermined by the dynamics of the 
world itself: complex life immediately came to the fore in the problematic of 
‘globalisation’: where once there was order, #xed meanings and state direction, 
now life ruled through complexity and interdependence, allegedly minimising 
the importance and accountability of power.61 In the mid-1990s, the power of 
complex life, as the limit of liberal power, was articulated in terms of the birth of 
‘risk society’ and ‘manufactured uncertainty’, where side-e"ects and unintended 
outcomes took precedence over the strategic instrumentalism of constituted 
power,62 and it became clear to many that a globalised world was not amenable 
to liberal forms of progress, knowledge, representation and intervention.

Today, it is hardly even a provocation to suggest that liberal modernity itself 
was a #ction.63 Even governments appear to have bought in to the power  
of complex life and the consequences which this ‘reality’ has for reduction-
ist ideas of liberal representation and linear understandings of policy-making. 
The #nal redoubts of constituted power, governments themselves, are much 
more reluctant to claim that they ‘represent’ ‘the people’ rather than being a 
constituent power among many others. As a constituent power, government 
can no longer govern as liberal government but instead must partake in gov-
ernance: in the understanding and facilitation of life itself. Resilience-thinking 
enables power to rule as the governance of life: enabling, empowering, facilitat-
ing and capacity-building. Governments cannot rule over life but only through 
life. Ruling ‘through’ rather than ruling ‘over’ implies a much !atter ontological 
relation between governing and being governed. Policy goals – if they are not 
to be undermined – need to come from life itself. Life is the means and ends of 
governance with practice-based policy-making, self-re!exivity, feedback-loops, 
re!exive law-making and the inculcation of community capacities and resilience.

Conclusion

The key point about resilience-thinking is that there is no outside to an 
interactive, interdependent and interconnected world and therefore no way 
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66 Part I: Thematics

of imposing government as a form of direction and control over a complex 
life which will always escape its intentions. This removal or displacement 
of power is the product of a particular regime of truth telling or discourse 
of veridiction, which cannot easily be grasped within traditional liberal or 
modernist framings. The truth discourse of resilience-thinking is ontological 
in that the problem of complexity is understood to be a reality against which 
power is powerless. This ‘reality’ is not understood as a social construct or 
discourse of power but as an incontestable fact.

In this truth discourse, the content of political critique is transvalued and 
its form inverted. To attempt to critique power as hegemonic or as re!ective 
of and as reinforcing structures of economic and social domination would 
be seen as bolstering power rather than challenging it. It would be prob-
lematic, uncritical and essentialising to ignore the radical resistance of life 
itself. There has therefore been a marked shift from critical Marxist or Fou-
cauldian thinking which tended to emphasise the reality of power, hege-
mony and domination through the reproduction of hierarchical structures. 
For resilience-thinking, life is always in excess of power’s attempts to con-
trol it. It is now common to argue that critical theorists, such as Foucault 
and Giorgio Agamben,64 even though focusing on the importance of ‘life’  
and the biopolitical for liberal regimes of power, failed to fully appreciate 
how life continually evades power’s appropriation.65 Critical Foucauldian 
theorists of biopolitics, such as Julian Reid and Mick Dillon, are now all too 
easily criticised for failing to realise that liberal regimes of power always fail 
to contain life, which is necessarily ‘open, complex and interdependent’.66 
Critical understandings increasingly argue that rather than liberal regimes of 
power governing life, life in fact governs power, continually tests it and #nds 
it wanting:

At the heart of biopower (at the heart of all governance) … is the inse-
curity of life itself. And it is precisely the ungovernability of life itself 
that demands governance. To use Agamben’s language, we are all Homo 
sacer because we are always already exposed to death. But the reason for 
this exposure is not because our natural life has been illicitly encircled 
by the state. On the contrary, it is because the state can only fail to 
secure the life it promises to protect.67

Life ontologically, ‘really’, always forces liberal, linear, forms of governing to 
fail. Life demands to be governed, but it cannot be governed ‘over’ by liberal 
regimes of power. Life de#es all power, and so resilience-thinking argues that 
post-liberal regimes need to govern through the power of life rather than by 
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setting themselves up ‘over’ or ‘against it’. The truth regime of resilience is 
that governance can only govern through complexity, through the ontologi-
cal unknowability of the constituent power of life.

The appearance of the world reveals the reality of complex life as a frame-
work for governance but also provides a world full of agency capable of trans-
formation in a non-linear world where agency is distributed widely and with 
it the responsibilities of power. The following chapters will consider how 
life provides the material basis for governance – for example, in terms of the 
interconnectivity of the market, social interconnections of Norwegian soci-
ety or the micro-practices of the poor in the Americas. In these chapters, the 
rise of interactive and relational understandings of agency is seen to provide 
a range of new possibilities for thinking about the place and mechanisms of 
politics – whether opening up new possibilities for individual actors to in!u-
ence outcomes on the other side of the world, for local communities to take 
action in order to prevent acts of carnage and terror or for international actors 
to intervene in social and political problems with new understandings and 
new techniques, equipped with life-friendly worldviews which understand 
complexity as a way forward rather than as a barrier to governance.
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